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a b s t r a c t

We study epidemic-like failures in telecommunication networks. A mean-field model
taking two levels of failure into account is introduced where infection, recovery and
transition rates are node/link specific. Regarding the short-term epidemic outbreak, an
epidemic threshold is stated in terms of the basic reproduction number computed as the
largest eigenvalue of a weighted adjacency matrix of the network. As to the long-term
endemic situation, we have proved the existence and uniqueness of a steady state. We
check the accuracy of themodel bymeans ofMonte Carlo simulations. To improve the level
of accuracy, we propose a slight modification of the mean-field equations which changes
the way we compute the probability for a node of acquiring the infection from one of
its neighbors. As a consequence, correlations between probabilities of different states are
implicitly incorporated into themodel giving improved predictions and being very close to
simulation-based data.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Human history has been related to epidemics, many civilizations being ravaged by epidemic outbreaks such as the
Influenza pandemic in 1918, or the 2009 new flu strain H1N1 that hit the world leading to a pandemic with a large
amount of infections and panic. As a consequence, the analysis and the use of epidemic models have drawn the attention
of many researchers of different fields. Realistic epidemic models take some spatial heterogeneity into account that can be
incorporated through the network of contacts for instance [1–3]. Although epidemic models were originally developed
targeting biological populations/networks [4], nowadays they are widely used in other contexts such us the spread of
rumors/opinions on social networks, and the spread of digital viruses on communication infrastructures.
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In our high-tech society, people have becomemore andmore dependent on communication networks, either for business
or leisure purposes. Moreover, this dependency is expected to grow considering the myriad of new emerging technologies
and services such as smart-cities, cloud computing, e-health, the internet of things, and MANETs (Mobile ad hoc network).
Telecommunication infrastructures are subjected to all kind of challenges and do fail rather often: accidental cuts, hardware
malfunctioning, power outages, or even sabotage.

We study epidemic failure scenarios in telecommunication networks where a significant portion of the network fails
concurrently [5,6]. We focus on node propagation of failures and we consider two levels: partial failure when the node
(network device) can be repaired, and complete failure when the node has to be replaced by a new one. The failures referred
to in our work can happen either due to software or hardware reasons. Major current literature of network reliability is
mainly based on hardware failures. In these cases, network reliability/availability could be analyzed according to the MTTR
(Mean Time to Repair) and the MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) values, which are provided by major network device
vendors. A good example of this analysis is reported in Ref. [7]. The authors of Ref. [8] assume that the recovery rates of
the epidemic model can be defined from the MTTR values of the network. However, the reliability of the network devices
under software-based failures is a new field of study due to the evolution of telecommunication networks towards fully
software-based networked systems; the so-called Software-Defined Networking paradigm. In the case of software-based
failures, it is not trivial to compute traditional reliability measures such as MTTR, since such failures depend on several
software engineering aspects.

We address the problem through a network-based epidemic model, of mean-field type [9], for the probabilities of
each disease state (susceptible/infected/disabled) in each node of the network. Schematically, the model is represented
as S � I → D→ S. The adjacency matrix of the network plays a central role in the analysis [10].

In themodel, we assume that properties depending on the state of two nodes can be decomposed in products depending
on the state of each individual node. Depending on the context, the latter is called lack of dynamical correlations or
spatial independence assumption [3]. This limitation can cause a low level of accuracy (see tables and diagrams in the
forthcoming sections) depending on the specific structure of the network. However, dynamic correlations can be implicitly
incorporated into the model providing highly accurate results in comparison with stochastic simulations. Therefore, we
propose a straightforward improvement of the mean-field equations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model as a Markov chain in continuous time where
infection/recovery/transition rates are node/link specific. In Section 3 the typical epidemic threshold (global stability or
instability of the disease-free equilibrium) is stated in terms of the basic reproduction number R0 (the largest eigenvalue of
aweighted adjacencymatrix). Useful lower and upper bounds for R0 are provided. Section 4 is devoted to prove the existence
and uniqueness of the endemic steady-state and its numerical computation. Section 5 is devoted to the implementation of
Monte Carlo simulations of the model on different real and synthetic networks in order to check the accuracy of the model.
Finally, in Section 6 we introduce a heuristic (slight) modification of the infection term which improves the accuracy of the
predictions and we end up with the conclusions in Section 7.

2. The model

Let us consider failure propagation scenarios in telecommunication networks, where nodes are network devices (e.g.,
routers) and links represent their physical interconnection (e.g., optical fibers), and where the exchange of information
is carried out by connections. In this context, we assume that the node failure process operates at two levels. The first
level occurs when the node failure can be repaired (i.e., the node continues to operate while being faulty and, because
the connections passing through such node are preserved, the failure can propagate) and the second level involves the
node needing to be replaced (i.e., the connections are dropped). As a consequence, we are considering a node failure that
can propagate in two directions: horizontally from node to node and vertically within each node (from partial to complete
failure) [5,11,12,6]. We refer to the nodes with the first level failure as infected/infectious nodes and those with the second
level failure as disabled nodes. It should be noted that disabled nodes have the role of temporal barriers for the spread of
multiple failures. Finally, we refer to the nodes working fine as susceptible nodes as it is usual in epidemic models. In Fig. 1
is shown a schematic representation of the S � I → D→ S model whose states characterize the different failure situations
that each node can experience.

The model is described as a Markov chain in continuous time. The state variables denoted here as pi(t) and qi(t), i =
1, . . . ,N , are the probabilities that node i of the network is infected or disabled at time t respectively. Accordingly, the
probability that node i is susceptible at time t is given by 1 − pi(t) − qi(t). The dynamic process is given by the following
non-linear system of ordinary differential equationsp′i(t) = (1− pi(t)− qi(t))


j∼i

βij pj(t)− (δi + τi) pi(t)

q′i(t) = τi pi(t)− γi qi(t) i = 1, . . . ,N,

(1)

where βij is the infection transmission rate from node j to node i, δi and γi are the recovery rates of node i from the state
of infected and disabled respectively, and τiis the transition rate of node i from the state of infected to disabled. The pass
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Fig. 1. The three possible states of each node i according to the presentmodel with two levels of failure: partial or complete (infected/disabled). Themodel
is general in the sense that recovery rates δi, γi and transition rates τi are node-dependent, and the infection transmission rates βij are link-dependent
(i← j).

from infected to disabled, referred here as transition, represents the chance that the initial failure could worsen causing the
connections to be dropped. The average values of the parameters δi (γi) can be estimated from the average time to detect
and repair (replace) the failed nodes. See Refs. [12,7,13].

We use the notation j ∼ i which means the set of neighbors of node i, so the sum in (1) is taken over the neighbors of
each node. Alternatively we can write the sum as

N
j=1 βij pj(t) extending βij by zero when the i ← j connection does not

exist. In this way, the square matrix B = (βij)i,j=1,...,N can be interpreted as a weighted adjacency matrix since it has the
same zero-structure as the adjacency matrix of the network. In addition, we can deal with weighted networks, i.e. a graph
with weighted edges wij, since we get the same model but parameters βij are replaced by wij × βij, see e.g. Ref. [14]. At
this point, the graph of the network is generic in the sense that it can be directed or undirected (symmetric), connected or
disconnected (several connected components), although self-loops and multiple links are not allowed (and so βii = 0).

Initial conditions such that pi(0)+qi(0) ≤ 1, should be added to the system (1) in order to have an initial value problem.
In addition, (1) has a unique solution which is non-negative (negative terms lie on the diagonal, see e.g. Ref. [15]) and
pi(t) + qi(t) ≤ 1, for all t ≥ 0. Once we know the solution of (1), the expected total number of infected, disabled and
susceptible nodes at time t are computed as

I(t) =
N
i=1

pi(t), D(t) =
N
i=1

qi(t) and S(t) = N − I(t)− D(t)

respectively.
System (1) can be derived in the same fashion as compartmentalmodels in epidemiology. Indeed, linear terms correspond

to the assumption that the recovery and (I → D)-transition processes are exponentially distributed at each node. On the
other hand, the non-linear infection term follows from the so-called spatial independence assumption or lack of dynamical
correlations (i.e. correlations between probabilities of the states are ignored, see e.g. Ref. [3]) and the computation of the
probability for each susceptible node of acquiring the infection from one of its neighbors j ∼ i. So, the probability of the
infection event (i← j) is computed as the probability that node i is susceptible times the probability that node j is infected. In
other words, the model is analogous to multi-group models with standard mass-action incidence, see e.g. Ref. [15]. It is also
possible to have a derivation as a mean-field approximation from the exact continuous Markov chain, see e.g. Refs. [16,9].

Schematically, the S � I → D → S model is actually a combination of an SIS model and an S → I → D → S model.
Notice that when taking τi = 0 and qi(0) = 0 in (1) we get the SIS model, whereas when taking δi = 0 we get the other
one, see Fig. 1. Moreover, if we changed the interpretation of the disabled class D (i.e. second level failure) for the class of
removed or recovered R (in the sense of completely or partially immune to reinfection) then the model mathematically
would also include the SIR (δi = γi = 0) and SIRS (δi = 0) models. Although these interpretations are possible, we think the
present model as an extension of the SIS model. The extension is motivated by the fact that a failure propagation scenario
in telecommunication networks, where nodes are network devices (e.g. routers), requires to differentiate when a node is
(a) infected, i.e., it has some malfunction (e.g., a software bug in one of its protocols) that passes onto its neighbors; or
(b) disabled, i.e., the node is no longer infectious but it also stops working.
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An early version of (1) has already been used in Ref. [5] for studying and classifying robustness for different network
topologies. The present version extends the model to infection/recovery/transition rates to be node/link specific.

One can find general-purpose epidemic models in the literature, either in continuous or discrete time, see e.g.
Refs. [14,17,9,3] (Chapter 17), [15, Chapter 23], and [18] (linear model on page 34 and 104). Recently, some authors have
dealt with epidemic models on adaptive/evolving networks (e.g. rewiring of the links depending on the states of the nodes,
see e.g. Ref. [19] and the references therein). However, this topic seems suitable for biological/social networks but it is not for
telecommunication networks that generally have a fixed structure. See the generalized epidemic model in Ref. [20] where
the topic is strongly related to our work.

3. Initial phase of the infection

In the early stage of the infection a small number of infected and disabled nodes are present in the network. So we can
apply the usual systematic approach of considering the linearization of the system around the disease-free (or failure-free)
steady state (i.e. p∗i = q∗i = 0, and all nodes are working fine).

It is convenient to rewrite system (1) in compact form using the probability vectors p⃗ = (pi)i=1,...,N and q⃗ = (qi)i=1,...,N :
p⃗′(t) = diag(1− pi(t)− qi(t)) B p⃗(t)− diag(δi + τi) p⃗(t)
q⃗′(t) = diag(τi) p⃗(t)− diag(γi) q⃗(t)

(2)

where we recall that B is the weighted adjacency matrix of the network (with the weights βij being the link-dependent
infection rates) and diag(ai) stands for a diagonal matrix whose entries are ai, i = 1, . . . ,N . The system can be uncoupled
using the variation of the constants formula. Indeed, the second equation is solved as

q⃗(t) = diag(e−γit)


q⃗(0)+

 t

0
diag(τieγis) p⃗(s) ds


. (3)

Therefore, the dynamics of the system is governed by the first equation in (2)with qi(t), i = 1, . . . ,N given by (3). Moreover,
from the first equation in (2) it follows the inequality p⃗′(t) ≤


B−diag(δi+τi)


p⃗(t) and using the standard stability theory

for ordinary differential equations, we have that, if the stability modulus of matrix B − diag(δi + τi) is negative, then the
origin (failure-free steady state) is globally asymptotically stable. In the next sections, this result will be completed using the
linearization of the system (2) around the originwhich is simply obtained by removing the term diag(1−pi(t)−qi(t)) in (2).
The form of the linearized system implies that the exponential growth/decay at the beginning of the infection is determined
by the matrices B − diag(δi + τi) and−diag(γi).

3.1. The basic reproduction number R0

Let us recall that a key-point in epidemiology is the basic reproduction number R0, defined as the average number of
infections produced by a typical infected node (individual) in the early stage of the infection. Following [18] and assuming
δi + τi > 0, R0 is computed as the spectral radius of the next generation matrix defined for the present model as

diag


1
δi + τi


·B =


βij

δi + τi


i,j=1,...,N

.

Since the weighted adjacency matrix above is non-negative, the spectral radius corresponds to the (non-negative) largest
eigenvalue λ1 of the matrix, see e.g. Ref. [15, Appendix A.8]. Notice that R0 is independent of the recovery of disabled nodes
γi. Let us remark that if we had decided to denote the infection rate from node j to node i as βji (instead of βij), then the next

generation matrix would have been B · diag( 1
δi+τi

) =


βij
δj+τj


i,j=1,...,N

. See also the comments and interpretations below.

At this point, we do not have an explicit formula for R0 but we can obtain epidemiologically meaningful estimates:

1
N

N
i=1


j∼i

βij

δi + τi
≤ R0 ≤ max

i=1,...,N


j∼i

βij

δi + τi
. (4)

The lower and upper bounds are derived as follows. For any non-negative matrix B (not necessarily symmetric) with largest
eigenvalue λB

1, the following holds:

λB
1 ≥

x⃗ T B x⃗
x⃗ T x⃗

, (5)

for any vector x⃗ ≠ 0⃗ (the superscript T means transpose), see Ref. [10, Section 3.4]. Notice that the right hand side is the
Rayleigh quotient and the equality is achieved at the eigenvector. Applying the inequality to the next generation matrix
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with the vector of ones x⃗ = 1⃗ we get the lower bound. The upper bound is simply the norm of the matrix (the maximum of
the sum of the rows).

The quantity


j∼i βij
δi+τi

in (4) can be interpreted as the rate at which the susceptible node i contracts the disease (failure),
times the period of time that the node will be infectious. So R0 is bounded by the average and the maximum of these
quantities.

Let us point out that the usual interpretation in epidemiology is given for an infected individual/node instead of for a
susceptible one. So, proceeding as above but with the matrix


βij

δj+τj


i,j=1,...,N

, we would have the following estimates:

1
N

N
j=1

N
i=1

βij

δj + τj
≤ R0 ≤ max

j=1,...,N

N
i=1

βij

δj + τj

where now the quantity
N

i=1 βij
δj+τj

can be interpreted as the local basic reproduction number of node j (overall infection rate
times the infectious period). So R0 would be bounded below by the average of local basic reproduction numbers and above
by the maximum of them.

In the case where the rates are equal at each node of the network, β, δ, τ , we get simpler results. Indeed, denoting the
adjacency matrix of the network by A, next generation matrix becomes β

δ+τ
A and its largest eigenvalue R0 =

β

δ+τ
λA
1 . So, in

this case, next generation matrix is a multiple of the adjacency matrix of the network.
In the same fashion as above but using A or AT , we have similar bounds for the largest eigenvalue λA

1 of the adjacency
matrix in terms of the average and maximum in-degree and out-degree: ⟨kin⟩ ≤ λA

1 ≤ kinmax and ⟨kout⟩ ≤ λA
1 ≤ koutmax. We

recall that the graph is not necessarily undirected, and the sumof the rows (columns) ofA gives the in-degree kini (out-degree
koutj ) of each node. The arithmetic mean is denoted by ⟨k⟩ =


ki

N .
Other bounds are known for the eigenvalues of adjacency matrices. For instance, in the case of a symmetric graph (i.e.

symmetric adjacency matrix, so in-degree = out-degree) we have that

⟨k⟩ ≤

⟨k2⟩ ≤ λA

1 ≤ kmax and

kmax ≤ λA

1 , (6)

see Ref. [3, Chapter 18] or Ref. [10] for the details. In particular, the new improved lower bound is obtained applying (5) to
the square of the adjacency matrix, i.e. (λA

1 )2 ≥ 1⃗ TA21⃗/N = ⟨k2⟩.
Other approaches, such as e.g. heterogeneous mean-field models [21–24], state that the basic reproduction number for

network models is proportional to ⟨k
2
⟩

⟨k⟩ under certain topological assumptions.

3.2. Epidemic threshold

Now we are ready to apply the local stability result, see Ref. [18, Chapter 6], that relates the stability modulus, i.e. the
maximum of Re(λ) for the eigenvalues λ of the matrix B − diag(δi + τi), with the basic reproduction number R0. More
precisely, Re(λ) < 0 if and only if R0 < 1. Therefore, we can state the following epidemic threshold:

Let R0 be the largest eigenvalue of


βij
δi+τi


i,j=1,...,N

. Then:

• If R0 < 1, then the infection dies out over time, that is, the total number of infected and disabled nodes goes to zero.
Equivalently, the failure-free equilibrium of (1) is (globally) asymptotically stable.
• If R0 > 1, then there is an epidemic outbreak affecting ultimately a fraction of the network nodes. Equivalently, the

failure-free equilibrium of (1) is unstable.

Again, in the case of equal rates at each node, the bifurcation point R0 = 1 is equivalent to β

δ+τ
=

1
λA
1
since R0 =

β

δ+τ
λA
1 .

See the recent paper [25] for the computation of the second-order mean-field epidemic threshold.
In addition, if the graph is symmetric we have that

β

δ + τ


⟨k⟩2 + Var[k] ≤ R0 ≤

β

δ + τ
kmax (7)

and β

δ+τ

√
kmax ≤ R0. These results follow from the bounds in (6) and taking into account the definition of the variance of the

degree distribution Var[k] = ⟨k2⟩ − ⟨k⟩2. As a consequence, the larger the average degree ⟨k⟩ or the variance Var[k] or the
maximum degree kmax, the larger the basic reproduction number R0 is, and there is less chance of preventing an epidemic
outbreak.
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4. Endemic steady state

In this section we compute the endemic steady state, that is, we look for positive equilibrium solutions p∗i , q
∗

i , i =
1 . . . N , of (1) such that

N
i=1 p

∗

i + q∗i > 0. In the previous section we proved that if R0 < 1 the failure-free steady state is
globally asymptotically stable. Therefore, there exists no endemic equilibrium if R0 < 1.

Next, let us assume that

γi > 0 and δi + τi > 0.

Equilibrium solutions of (1) satisfy the following non-linear system:
1− p∗i − q∗i


j∼i

βij p∗j = (δi + τi) p∗i , q∗i =
τi

γi
p∗i , i = 1, . . . ,N,

which can be reduced to a system for p∗i :
1−


1+

τi

γi


p∗i

 
j∼i

βij p∗j

δi + τi
= p∗i . (8)

If we assume that the next generation matrix


βij
δi+τi


ij
is irreducible, then this system of equations imply that

0 < p∗i <


1+

τi

γi

−1
which means that the infection is present in all nodes of the network (strongly endemic equilibrium). The upper strict
inequality always holds whereas the lower inequality is strict thanks to the irreducibility condition. It worth noting that
the next generation matrix is irreducible if and only if the weighted adjacency matrix B is irreducible or, equivalently, the
adjacency matrix A is irreducible (all three have the same zero-structure). The latter means that the network is strongly
connected, and so the infection can reach all nodes. We recall that a matrix B is irreducible if the matrix (Id+ B)N−1 has all
entries strictly positive.

The solution of system (8), written in matrix form, could be obtained as the eigenvector (with a suitable normalization)
of certain matrix if the non-linearity diag


1−


1+ τi

γi


p∗i

were one dimensional, see the methods in Ref. [26]. Instead,

since it is not the case, we use the method developed in Ref. [15] which consists of rewriting (8) in the following form in
order to apply a fixed point theorem:

j∼i
βij p∗j

δi + τi
=

1+

1+

τi

γi

 
j∼i

βij p∗j

δi + τi

 p∗i ,

and defining β̃ij =
βij

δi+τi
and changing the order we arrive to

p∗i =


j∼i

β̃ij p∗j

1+

1+ τi

γi


j∼i

β̃ij p∗j
i = 1, . . . ,N. (9)

We can prove the existence (and uniqueness) of an endemic equilibrium if the map F : [0, 1]N → [0, 1]N defined
component-wise by the right hand side of (9), has (at most) a non-trivial fixed point F(p⃗ ∗) = p⃗ ∗.

Indeed, on the one hand, by Perron–Frobenius theory next generationmatrix (β̃ij)i,j=1,...,N has a non-negative eigenvector
v⃗ such that R0vi =

N
j=1 β̃ij vj. Let R0 > 1.We choose ϵ > 0 small enough such that ϵvi ≤ 1 and 1+ (1+ τi

γi
)R0ϵvi ≤ R0, i =

1, . . . ,N . Hence dividing 1 ≤ R0/(1+ (1+ τi
γi

)R0ϵvi) and

ϵvi ≤
R0ϵvi

1+

1+ τi

γi


R0ϵvi

=

N
j=1

β̃ij ϵvj

1+

1+ τi

γi

 N
j=1

β̃ij ϵvj

= F(ϵv⃗)i.

So we have ϵv⃗ ≤ F(ϵv⃗) where≤ is component-wise. On the other hand, we also have F(1⃗) ≤ 1⃗. Moreover, F is a monotone
increasing function and somaps the order interval [ϵv⃗, 1⃗ ] into itself. By Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem, F has a (non-trivial)
fixed point p⃗ ∗ such that ϵvi ≤ p∗i ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . ,N .
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Finally, uniqueness of the solution follows from the irreducibility of (β̃ij)i,j=1,...,N . In this case, the eigenvector v⃗ is positive
and any fixed point of F is such that 0 < p∗i ≤ 1. On the other hand, if p̄i, i = 1, . . . ,N , is another (non-trivial) fixed point
of F then p̄i ≤ p∗i . Indeed, let M = maxi=1,...,N

p̄i
p∗i

> 0. We have p̄i ≤ Mp∗i and there exists an index i0 such that p̄i0 = Mp∗i0
and from (9)

p̄i0 =

N
j=1

β̃i0j p̄j

1+

1+

τi0
γi0

 N
j=1

β̃i0j p̄j

≤

N
j=1

β̃i0j Mp∗j

1+

1+

τi0
γi0

 N
j=1

β̃i0j Mp∗j

.

By contradiction assumeM > 1. Now, sinceM > 1, the inequality above implies that

p̄i0 <

M
N
j=1

β̃i0j p
∗

j

1+

1+

τi0
γi0

 N
j=1

β̃i0j p
∗

j

= Mp∗i0 = p̄i0

which is a contradiction. Therefore, M ≤ 1 and p̄i ≤ p∗i . We can switch the roles of p̄i and p∗i in this proof and obtain the
equality.

We can summarize our results in the following statement:
Let R0 be the largest eigenvalue of


βij

δi+τi


i,j=1,...,N

. Then:

• There exists no endemic equilibrium of (1) if R0 < 1, or R0 ≤ 1 and the network is strongly connected.
• If R0 > 1, then there exists an endemic equilibrium of (1) given by the solution of (9) p∗i and q∗i =

τi
γi
p∗i . One has

uniqueness of the (strongly) endemic equilibrium if in addition the network is strongly connected.

Once we know the solution of (9) p∗i , i = 1, . . . ,N , the fraction of infected, disabled and susceptible nodes at endemic
equilibrium are computed as:

I∗

N
=

1
N

N
i=1

p∗i ,
D∗

N
=

1
N

N
i=1

τi

γi
p∗i and

S∗

N
= 1−

I∗ + D∗

N
(10)

respectively.
From the numerical point of view, system (9) can be solved by the iteration of the rhs with the following initial

approximation:

p∗i,approx =

1−

1
R0


1+

τi

γi

−1
i = 1, . . . ,N,

where R0 > 1 is computed as the largest eigenvalue of the next generation matrix. This approximation is an extrapolation/
extension of the solution for the case that both τi

γi
and


j∼i β̃ij =

N
j=1

βij
δi+τi

(=R0) are constants independent of index i. In
this particular homogeneous/regular case the solution of (9) is proportional to the vector of ones and the fraction of infected
and disabled nodes are explicitly given by

I∗

N
=


1−

1
R0


1+

τ

γ

−1
,

D∗

N
=


1−

1
R0


1+

τ

γ

−1
τ

γ
.

Let us remark that the iteration procedure for solving (9) always converges to a fixed point for the initial seed p∗i,approx (with
faster convergence for higher values of R0 > 1) and, on the other hand, we have checked that the iteration of the lhs of (8)
does not converge unfortunately.

5. Monte Carlo simulations of the model

With the purpose of illustrating the accuracy of the mathematical model of epidemic-like failures analyzed in previous
sections with respect to stochastic simulations, a set of five networks has been considered.

On the one hand, the networks called cogentco and kdl are two real telecommunication networks taken from the
repository provided in Ref. [27]. On the other hand, two different complex networks (networks with non-trivial topological
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Table 1
Main network features. The table displays, from left to right: topology name, number of nodes, average nodal degree ±
standard deviation (StDev), mean degree of first neighbors ± StDev, largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A and
lower/upper bounds


⟨k2⟩ ≤ λA

1 ≤ kmax (maximum degree). In homogeneous/regular networks all connectivity measures
coincide whereas in scale-free networks we get bigger variability.

Topology N ⟨k⟩± StDev ⟨d⟩±StDev λA
1


⟨k2⟩ kmax

cogentco 197 2.46± 1.05 2.91± 0.92 3.778 2.674 9
kdl 754 2.37± 0.84 2.71± 0.76 3.168 2.515 7
Random 4000 7.26± 2.69 8.25± 1.07 8.394 7.741 17
Scale-free 1000 8.26± 32.03 214.77± 113.66 37.574 33.075 787
Homogeneous 3969 4.00± 0.00 4.00± 0.00 4.000 4.000 4

Fig. 2. Single run ofMonte Carlo simulations approaching the endemic steady-state on the randomnetwork of 4000 nodes. Top/bottom (blue/green) curve
is the percentage of infected/disabled nodes. Horizontal (black) lines are the steady-state computed from (9) and (10). β = 2, δ = 4, γ = 2.5 and τ = 1.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

features) have been generated. The first one is a random network (nodal degree follows a Poisson distribution) generated
using the Erdős–Rényi model [28]. The second one is a scale-free network (power law distribution) generated using the
Barabási–Albert model (BA, linear preferential attachment mechanism) [29]. We have used m = 5 as the number of
new edges to add in each time step of the BA-network generating process and the final topology has been simplified by
deleting self-loops and multiple edges. Many real-world networks have degree distribution of power-law type, although
approximately. Finally, for the sake of completeness, a homogeneous/regular network (all the nodes with the same degree)
has been generated as a toroidally-periodic rectangular lattice of size 63× 63.

Table 1 shows some characteristics of the set of networks. N is the size of the network and the other features are related
to the connectivity among the nodes of the network. Each network is a connected symmetric graph and defines a specific
adjacency matrix A which basically is the next generation matrix of the present model. Thus, this matrix bridges the model
with the topology of the network.

With the purpose of checking the accuracy of the model predictions, Monte Carlo simulations have been implemented
for each topology. For simplicity we assume equal rates β, δ, γ , τ at each node of the network although it is possible to
implement the simulations with parameters depending on specific topological features.

Stochastic simulations of the S � I → D → S dynamics have been performed on each network using discrete small-
enough time steps of length1t . At each step, the infection, recovery, and transition events are tested using the probabilities
β1t, δ1t, γ1t and τ1t . In all the simulations we have used parameter values: δ = 4, γ = 2.5 and τ = 1 which assure
that the number of disabled nodes is smaller than the number of infected ones.

We have computed the propagation of the infection from a random small set of infected nodes until the infection
stabilizes to a steady-state (endemic equilibrium for R0 > 1), see Fig. 2 for a single run. In addition, the overall results
of the stochastic simulations and the model predictions computed from Eqs. (9) and (10), are illustrated and summarized in
a typical bifurcation diagram for the percentage of infected/disabled nodes at equilibrium while varying the transmission
rate β and keeping the other parameters fixed, see Fig. 3. Simulation-based points are obtained by averaging the simulations
over several runs.

We recall that the SIS model corresponds to take transition rates τi almost zero (or zero) in (1) and we get analogous
results but with almost no disabled node and a larger number of infected nodes. The bottom curves at each diagram of Fig. 3
would become almost horizontal lines at zero and the top curves would reach to higher values. Moreover, the comparison
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(a) cogentco N = 197, λA
1 = 3.778. (b) kdl N = 754, λA

1 = 3.168.

(c) Random N = 4000, λA
1 = 8.394. (d) Scale-free N = 1000, λA

1 = 37.574.

(e) Homogeneous N = 63× 63, λA
1 = 4.

Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagrams for each topology showing the steady-state while varying the transmission rate β according to simulations (dots) and model
predictions (lines) from (9) and (10). Top/bottom (red/blue) % of infected/disabled nodes. Vertical lines are the critical transmission rate according to
simulations and theory. δ = 4, γ = 2.5, τ = 1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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Table 2
Average of the percentage of infected nodes in each bifurcation diagram of Fig. 3.

Topology Simulations (%) Theory (%) Error (%)

cogentco 31.68 46.68 15.00
kdl 35.36 48.33 12.97
Random 44.37 46.97 2.60
Scale-free 46.58 48.69 2.11
Homogeneous 44.46 50.27 5.81

Table 3
Critical transmission rate β∗ (epidemic threshold) in each bifurcation diagram of Fig. 3.

Topology Simulations Theory Relative error

cogentco 3.87 1.32 0.66
kdl 4.34 1.58 0.64
Random 0.72 0.60 0.18
Scale-free 0.31 0.13 0.57
Homogeneous 2.29 1.25 0.45

of the SIDS model with the SIRS model is also possible and they are qualitatively equivalents at endemic steady state but
they are not necessarily equivalents before reaching the equilibrium.

In the bifurcation diagrams, one can observe vertical and horizontal discrepancies between theory and simulations, more
precisely, an overestimation in the theoretical percentage of infected/disabled nodes and a value of the critical transmission
rate β∗ =

δ+τ

λA
1
, see epidemic threshold section, lower than the simulation-based value. It is worth mentioning that plain

simulations only provide an approximation to critical points, see e.g. Ref. [23] for more accurate methods. In Tables 2 and
3 we have reported these discrepancies which basically stem from the lack of dynamical correlations in the model (i.e.
probabilities of different states are assumed independent fromeach other). Besides this fact, in general, deterministicmodels
like (1) do not perform very well for small size networks/populations.

6. Improved theoretical predictions

In view of Fig. 3 and the significant errors reported in Tables 2 and 3, we can conclude that the proposed model, as it is,
is not suitable for providing engineering solutions for generic networks, specially for real telecommunication networks as
for instance cogentco and kdl. However, the model performs better for the synthetic topologies considered (random, scale-
free and homogeneous). Notice the good agreement in the case of the scale-free network that can be explained by a high
connectivity, i.e. a high mean degree of first neighbors ⟨d⟩ = 214.77, see Refs. [30,31].

In this section we propose a heuristic modification of the model in order to reduce the infection term and consequently
to improve the level of accuracy of the theoretical predictions, see e.g. Ref. [32] for a similar approach. More precisely, we
can reduce the overestimation of the number of infected nodes by introducing a slight modification of non-linear terms in
(1) as (1− pi − qi)α1


j∼i βij p

α2
j , i = 1, . . . ,N , with the exponents α1, α2 ≥ 1 being suitable constants. The idea is to take

the dynamic correlations into account implicitly through two extra exponents α1, α2 in the infection term for each node of
the network. So, we are changing the way of computing the probability for a node of acquiring the infection from one of its
neighbors. In other approaches such as pair approximation models, see Refs. [33,19] and the references therein, dynamical
correlations are explicitly considered up to certain order.

Proceeding as in Section 4, let us assume that γi > 0 and δi + τi > 0 and let R0 > 1. Taking the modification of the
infection term into account, system (8) for the endemic equilibrium becomes:

1−

1+

τi

γi


p∗i

α1 N
j=1

β̃ij p∗j
α2 = p∗i i = 1, . . . ,N, (11)

where we recall that β̃ij =
βij

δi+τi
and βij is zero when the i ← j connection does not exist. Now arranging the equations as

follows:
1−


1+

τi

γi


p∗i

 N
j=1

β̃ij p∗j
α2

 1
α1

= p∗i
1
α1 ,


N
j=1

β̃ij p∗j
α2

 1
α1

= p∗i

p∗i
1
α1
−1
+


1+

τi

γi

 N
j=1

β̃ij p∗j
α2

 1
α1

 ,
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Table 4
Improved theoretical predictions from (12) and (10) using the values ofα1, α2 obtained from the least-square
fitting. Average of the percentage of infected nodes.

Topology Simulations (%) Improved theory (%) Error (%) α1 α2

cogentco 31.68 31.48 0.19 1.30 1.44
kdl 35.36 35.26 0.10 1.27 1.38
Random 44.37 44.33 0.04 1.08 1.06
Scale-free 46.58 46.62 0.05 1.03 1.19
Homogeneous 44.46 44.38 0.08 1.09 1.21

and dividing we get

p∗i =


N
j=1

β̃ij p∗j
α2

 1
α1

p∗i
1
α1
−1
+


1+ τi

γi

 N
j=1

β̃ij p∗j
α2

 1
α1

i = 1, . . . ,N, (12)

which is an analogous system to (9) and can be solved again by the iteration of its rhs. Notice that at α1 = α2 = 1 systems
(9) and (12) coincide, so by bifurcation analysis, for exponents α1 and α2 close enough to 1 there exists a solution of (12).

Finally, by the least-squares method, we can fit the newmodel predictions computed from (12) to simulation-based data
in the bifurcation diagram of each topology. Now, let us assume equal rates β, δ, γ , τ at each node and let us compute the
values of parameters α1, α2 ≥ 1 that fit the total number of infected nodes as a function of β, I∗(β) =

N
i=1 p

∗

i with p∗i
being the solution of (12), to the simulation-based points (βl, Îl), l = 1, . . . , L shown in each bifurcation diagram of Fig. 3.
So, for each topology, we get α1 and α2 that minimize the quadratic error

L
l=1


I∗(βl)− Îl

2
. These values of the parameters

and the new improved predictions (average of the percentage of infected nodes) are reported in Table 4. In all cases we get
a very good fit independently of the topology and the network size and notice that the optimal values for α1 and α2 are
slightly larger than 1. See also Fig. 4 where we show the goodness of the fit graphically for the case of the kdl network.

In order to generalize to other networks the new epidemic threshold depending on α1, α2, we have computed an
explicit expression derived from system (11) and based on homogeneous networks. Indeed, the expression for the improved
epidemic threshold can be estimated as follows: taking p∗i = p, i = 1, . . . ,N in (11) and β, δ, γ , τ being node/link

independent rates, we have

1− (1+ τ

γ
)p
α1 β

δ+τ
λA
1 pα2 = p, or

1−

1+

τ

γ


p
α1 β

δ + τ
λA
1 pα2−1 = 1.

Now, the left hand side above is a function that has a maximum at pmax = α (1 + τ
γ
)−1, with α =

α2−1
α1+α2−1

, which is the
bifurcation point, and we get the new expression for the threshold depending on α1, α2 ≥ 1:

β

δ + τ
λA
1 (1− α)α1


α

1+ τ/γ

α2−1

= 1, with α =
α2 − 1

α1 + α2 − 1
.

The same procedure can be applied to other epidemic models of the same type. As seminal values for the new parameters
we propose the following based on the fitting described in this section:

1. For random networks we can take both α1, α2 very close to 1 since the original threshold is accurate due to the structure
of the network topology.

2. For non-random small size networks: α1 = 1.3, α2 = 1.4 which strongly reduce the overestimation of the infection
term.

3. For non-random large size networks: α1 = 1.06, α2 = 1.2 which are intermediate values of the previous cases.

7. Conclusions

Two situations can be described by the present model for the propagation of multiple failures on a specific network.
Firstly, the short-term outbreak situation which is determined by the basic reproduction number R0 = transmission rate×
infectious period×connectivity measure. The latter is computed as the largest eigenvalue of the next generationmatrixwhich
is a weighted adjacency matrix of the network with weights depending on transmission and recovery rates.

Secondly, the long-term endemic situationwhere failures are constantly present in the network, with no big fluctuations
in time, and are determined by the solution of the non-linear system (9) giving the probability of infection at each node of
the network.
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Fig. 4. Kdl telecommunication network. Top: improved bifurcation diagram from (12) and (10). Bottom: quadratic error of the least-squares fitting while
varying parameters α1, α2 with minimum at α1 = 1.27, α2 = 1.38.

The model takes into account two levels of failure, namely, nodes can be either repaired or must be replaced, and is
general in the sense that the underlying network is generic and the parameters are node/link specific. The analysis presented
is based on standard methods for ordinary differential equations and on Perron–Frobenius theory for positive matrices.

We have used stochastic simulations on different real/synthetic networks to check the level of accuracy of the model
predictions (Tables 2 and 3). Since the accuracy of the predictions provided by the model is not satisfactory in general, we
have modified the infection term, i.e. the way we compute the probability for a susceptible node of acquiring the infection
from one of its neighbors, in order to incorporate the correlations of the states implicitly into the model. Only two extra
parameters are needed for getting a significantly improved fit betweenmodel and simulations by the least-squares method
(see Table 4). The proposedmodification of the infection termhas not been applied before in the context of this type ofmean-
fieldmodels. Summarizing, predictions of epidemic networkmodelswithout taking dynamical correlations into account can
significantly differ from simulation-based data although we can easily fit them with a slight modification of the infection
term.
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